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VW won't offer cars with electric motors A man stands next to a VW Polo which uses a plug-in car system,
known as a B-fuel, after a first official test drive in the German town of Steinbach August 31, 2014.
Reuters/Ina Fassbender BERLIN (Reuters) - Volkswagen (VOWG_p.DE) has not made any decision to offer
electric cars as part of its future strategy. "I think it's really too early for that. We have no plans to do that,"
said Herbert Diess, Chief Executive of VW's core brand. "I think this will happen later." Volkswagen, the
world's largest automaker, has been struggling to recover from a long-running emissions-cheating scandal
that has seen it pay billions of dollars in penalties and fines. The emissions scandal, centring on its use of
cheat-inducing software, was exposed in the United States and eventually came to the attention of regulators
in Europe and Asia. The company has said it will offer electric versions of its main passenger cars by 2025,
but is struggling to lay the groundwork to meet those targets. Earlier this month, VW also took a heavy hit as
a result of disappointing sales at its VW brand. VW has been forced to write down 6d1f23a050
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